Decision support systems are of many kinds depending on the models and techniques employed in them. Multiple criteria decision making techniques constitute an important class of DSS with unique software requirements. This paper stresses the importance of interactive MCDM methods since these facilitate learning through all stages of the decision making process. We first describe some features of Multiple Criteria Decision Support Systems ( MCDSSs) that distinguish them from classical DSSs. We then outline a software architecture for a MCDSS which has three basic components: a Dialog Manager, an MCDM Model Manager, and a Data Manager. We describe the interactions that occur between these three software components in an integrated MCDSS and outline a design for the Data Manager which is based on a concept of levels of data abstraction. (1) situations (structured, semi-structured, or unstructured) [~intzberg et a1 . , 1976; Keen and Scot t-Mor ton, 1978 I, (2) managerial levels within the organization (operational, tactical, and strategic) [~nthony , 19651, (3) phases of the decision-making process (intelligence, design, and choice) [Simon, 1960 1, and (4) decision styles of the decision-makers (rational, empirical, intuitive, or political) [Huber, 19801. Various definitions have been suggested for decision support (e . g . , [ Benbasat , 1977 I, [ Joyce and Oliver, 1977 I , [Sprague and Watson, 19791, and [Keen, 19801 ) . We will use the one given by Ginzberg and Stohr [ 1982 1 who define a DSS as "a computer-based information system used to support decision making activities in situations where it is not possible or not desirable to have an automated system to perform the entire decision processH. Based on this definition, an MCDSS can be considered as a 'specific' type of system within the broad family of DSSs. The major (1) They allow analysis of several criteria at once. These criteria may be either quantifiable (or 'objectivef) such as price, weight, etc., or non-quantifiable (or 'subjectivei) such as comfort, aesthetics, quality of service, etc. [~eleny , 1982 1.
. INTRODUCTION
Micro-computers, databases, color graphics, and computer based models are among the technological developments which are stimulating interest in Computerized Decision Support Systems (DSS) [ Sprague and Carlson , 1982 1. DSS are used to support decision making activities in a variety of:
(1) situations (structured, semi-structured, or unstructured) [~intzberg et a1 . , 1976; Keen and Scot t-Mor ton, 1978 I, (2) managerial levels within the organization (operational, tactical, and strategic) [~nthony , 19651, (3) phases of the decision-making process (intelligence, design, and choice) [Simon, 1960 1, and (4) decision styles of the decision-makers (rational, empirical, intuitive, or political) [Huber, 19801. Various definitions have been suggested for decision support (e . g . , [ Benbasat , 1977 I, [ Joyce and Oliver, 1977 I , [Sprague and Watson, 19791, and [Keen, 19801 ) . We will use the one given by Ginzberg and Stohr [ 1982 1 who define a DSS as "a computer-based information system used to support decision making activities in situations where it is not possible or not desirable to have an automated system to perform the entire decision processH. Based on this definition, an MCDSS can be considered as a 'specific' type of system within the broad family of DSSs. The major [Bonczek et al., 19811 Center for Digital Economy Research Stem School of Business IVorking Paper IS-84-60
THE MCDSS INGREDIENTS

--
This section describes some features of the MCDM environment that must be satisfied by an MCDSS, We then outline our proposed architecture for an MCDSS by describing each of the three components of Figure 1 , and detailing their interaction in solving an MCDM problem.
The following features of MCDM models distinguish MCDSSs from classical decision support systems:
(1) They allow analysis of several criteria at once. These criteria may be either quantifiable (or 'objectivef) such as price, weight, etc., or non-quantifiable (or 'subjectivei) such as comfort, aesthetics, quality of service, etc. [~eleny , 1982 1.
The criteria may also be conflicting [Shakun, 19811, e . , the improvement or achievement of one criterion can be accomplished only at the expense of another.
(2) They allow subjective evaluation of the criteria and alternatives by weighting, rating, or ranking them.
(3) They support interactive decision-making especially for semi-structured problems with large sets of alternatives. The reactions of the decision-maker to the results obtained in any one stage of this process influence the criteria definition, and a-priori preferences, as much as the problem formulation.
Center for Digital Economy Research Stem School of Business IVorking Paper IS-84-60 (4) They can be used for preference analysis of alternatives either to find a satisfactory compromise, or to determine a finite ordered subset of good alternatives.
(5) They may use a variety of multiple-criteria techniques to compute the efficient solution (e.g., ordinal comparisons [Geoffrion, 1970; Geoffrion et al., 1972; Dyer, 19731, preference modelling [ Vincke , 198 1 1, aspiration levels, pairwise alternative comparisons [ Zionts and Wallenius , 1983 I , aggregation (of the criteria) and/or disaggregation (of a wholistic preference) Jacquet-Lagrsze, 1979 1, consistency checks owma man, 19631, implicit utility functions [Fishburn, 1970; Keeney and Raiffa, 19761 constructed by automatic adaptation to the user's answers [ ~acquet-~agr$ze and Siskos , 1982 3, outranking relations [Roy, 1973; Roy, 1974; Roy, 19771, [ROY, 1978; Bernabeu, 1980 I, linear multicriteria systems [Zionts and Wallenius , 1976; Winkels , 198 1 
(6) By using the multicriteria techniques (feature ( 5 ) ) in an interactive way (feature (3) ) , the role of the MCDM models is to identify and explain the inconsistencies between the two perceptions (that of the decision-maker on the one hand, and that of the MCDSS as an expert/informer on the other) in a learning process.
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The MCDSS must support the above processes and provide easy access to a wide range of standard MCDM methods as enumerated in (5) above.
Several surveys of computer based MCDM that are relevant to the above discussion have appeared in the MCDM literature Ewallenius, 1975; Zeleny, 1976; Hwang and Masud, 1979; Despontin and Spronk, 1979; Despontin et al., 1980; Vincke, 1982; Zionts, 19821. 2.1. The Dialog Manager (1) device independence (the physical characteristics of devices and communications protocols are transparent to users and systems builders), Figure 4 , it is envisioned t h a t a f u l l -f u n c t i o n d a t a base management system (DBMS) w i l l be employed i n t h i s component. Also d i f f e r e n t sources of d a t a such as d a t a gathered by t h e MCDSS b u i l d e r s from e x t e r n a l sources and i n t e r n a l d a t a processing d a t a f i l e s w i l l be accommodated. From a design point of view, t h e following c r i t e r i a , proposed i n [Sprague and Watson, 19751 , should be taken i n t o account when defining t h e data s t r u c t u r e s and operations of MCDM models:
(1) There must exist a mechanism whereby models can extract data from a database. Thus a model is a 'userf of the database, which suggests that a model must have available to it some language with which it can direct information retrieval.
(2) There must be a command language that allows convenient, direct access to the database and that allows execution of available models.
(3) The system must be flexible in terms of modifying the procedural knowledge inherent in the available models and in modifying the ways in which models can be used. This facility permits the system" modeling capabilities to evolve.
MCDM Data Structures
--
A variety of data structures, including vectors, arrays, and records [Tremblay and Sorenson, 19761 Data are physically stored as files and maintained by the fclassicalf file management system. A different approach consists of utilizing the general theory of arrays [More, 19731 to extend the concept of database to contain not only data of the decision-making support system but also the data manipulation rules of models [Orman, 1982 I. Thus the question "Which data structure(s) and associated operators should the system support?" is a crucial one.
Since both the relational data model [Codd, 19701 and multiple-criteria decision making methods typically present data to their users in the form of a table, where rows correspond to entities and columns correspond to properties, tables seem to be the most appealing MCDM data structure. The tabular representation is simple and universally understood. It has the following properties [Codd, 1971] :
It is column-homogeneous; in other words, in any selected column the items are all of the same kind, whereas items in different columns need not be of the same kind; P2: Each item is a simple number or a character string (thus, for example, if we look at the item in any specified row and any specified column, we do not find a set of numbers or a repeating group).
For database tables, we add three more properties: As a result of P3, each row can be uniquely identified (or addressed) by its content. Property P2 is the only normalization requirement for a relational database. The second, third, and fourth normal forms all represent improved qualities in record structures [Kent, 1983 I. These normal forms, however, are not required for implementation of a relational database [Sandberg, 1981 1.
Property P4 and property P5 do not hold in typical MCDM data structures since an ordering of the alternative outcomes of the decision-making process is desired by the end user, Each row (or "recordN) of the table corresponds to a "tupleH of the relation, and a column (or "fieldff of the record) corresponds to an "attributeH. The entries in a given column belong to the set of values constituting the domain underlying that column. Figure 3 shows an example of a database relation ( 
---
The t h r e e b a s i c components (i.e., t h e Data, the Model, and t h e Dialog Managers) i n t e r a c t with each other as described i n the following paragraphs. Together, they provide t h e b a s i s f o r b u i l d i n g a n i n t e g r a t e d MCDSS. The latter component can be invoked a t any time t o r e t r i e v e q u a n t i t a t i v e o r d e s c r i p t i v e information t h a t might be r e l e v a n t t o a p a r t i c u l a r s t e p i n t h e decision making process. I t p l a y s t h e following r o l e s :
( 1 ) From t h e M C D M Model Manager, it receives q u e r i e s about the d a t a needed as inputs f o r t h e model(s), and r e q u e s t s the i n s e r t i o n of intermediate r e s u l t s i n t h e database. Then, i t t r a n s l a t e s these t r a n s a c t i o n s and transmits them t o t h e DBMS through the "Generalized V i e w ProcessorH. 
passes back t o t h e MCDM Model Manager t h e answers t o its q u e r i e s , providing raw d a t a , c r i t e r i a / a l t e r n a t i v e values, o r model r e s u l t s r e t r i e v e d from t h e database,
( 3 ) From t h e Dialog Manager, the Query Language F a c i l i t y r e c e i v e s r e q u e s t s t o manage and maintain t h e database (i.e., query, i n s e r t , d e l e t e , and/or update the d a t a values).
(4) I n r e t u r n , i t passes t o t h e Dialog Manager d i f f e r e n t kinds o f d a t a (raw, e l a b o r a t e ) , and from the d a t a d i c t i o n a r y , d e f i n i t i o n s of t h e c r i t e r i a , the views and t h e d a t a s t o r e d i n the MCDM database. The Model Execution Component is a working s t o r a g e module where t h e execution takes place. I t draws input values from t h e
MCDM database and requests parameters from the end user through t h e Dialog Manager.
Storing both t h e intermediate and f i n a l r e s u l t s o f t h e MCDM processes i n t h e database allows the establishment o f linkages between t h e models. This component passes t h e r e s u l t s when any model needs input generated a s output from a d i f f e r e n t model. I t a l s o allows presentation o f the r e s u l t s t o t h e end user through t h e Data-Dialog Link. Therefore, no r e s u l t s are passed d i r e c t l y from t h e MCDM Model Manager t o t h e end user.
The Model-Dialog Link supports the i n t e r a c t i o n between t h e model. This is a particularly important feature of the interactive modeling in a multiple criteria decision support sys ten.
A DATA MODEL FOR THE MCDSS ------
In this section, a practical example will be used to demonstrate the organization and extraction of MCDM-related data.
First, the problem is described, Then, the organization of data at several levels of abstraction is illustrated. These levels parallel the decision-making stages involved in MCDM Method selection, designation of criteria for the evaluation of possible choices, restriction of the set of choices and execution of the resulting model.
Presentation of the Problem --
A leading European car manufacturer is interested in building an evolutive decision support system intended to help make better and faster decisions concerning:
( The mathematical models used in the car MCDSS involve MCDM and data analysis (namely factor and regression analyses) methods.
Abstraction Levels for MCDM Data
---
This subsection mirrors the conceptual representation of the MCDM data by using several lvlevels of abstractionH. This notion was first introduced by [Bonczek et al., 1987 The CRIT-ALT table at level 2 is a dynamically generated "virtual tablew or "vieww containing data extracted from level 1.
This data is then passed to the MCDM method. The table may contain a variable number of columns and rows depending (respectively) on a user's choice of criteria and restriction of the set of alternatives to be considered. Information concerning these user decisions is stored in the CRITERIA and ALTERNATIVE tables at level 3. The CRITERIA table has already been explained.
The ALTERNATIVE table records the use of categories to simplify the decision-making problem. Thus a user may wish to consider wcompactw cars or tfstation-wagonsff in car-buying or "2 bed-room apartments" in a home-buying application, Table APP This wmultilevel networkH corresponds to the "generalization abstractionw for relational databases as proposed in [Smith and Smith, 19771 . It is to be noted that we have relaxed our definition of "level of abstraction" somewhat to include a more natural, problem-oriented view of hierarchical levels as well as the %eta data" view defined above.
A more detailed explanation of the tables in Figure 6 is now provided. Columns containing metadata are indicated by a caret symbol. Values stored in these columns are names associated with other database objects, In the case of virtual tables the column names may be variables (indicated by an asterisk). This allows queries and programs to be written that will manipulate the data in the tables before the actual content of the tables is known.
This facility is used in our example to allow the system to process different applications such as car-buying and home-buying without additional programming.
Level --1: ----Basic Data for the Different Applications
CARS (MAKE-SERIES, CAR-CLASS, PRICE, MAX-SPEED, FUEL-CONSWTION, etc.)
Tables containing data for other applications (e .g. , HOMES, etc. ) also exist at this level.
Level 2: Virtual Table - 
This is created during a particular work-session, either interactively by the user, or if previously defined, it is generated automatically from the data in the CRITERIA and ALTERNATIVE tables (see below). The data in this CRITERIA (CRIT-NAME, APP-NAME, USER-NAME, DATE, etc.) This is generated as users use the system. It contains a history of the lists of criteria chosen by different users. It helps the system automatically retrieve details of the last model used by a given decision-maker.
ALTERNATIVE (CATEGORY-NAME, CATEGORY-SIZE, CREATION-DATE ,
A A RESTRICTION-DEFINITION, APP-NAME, METH-NAME, USER-NAME, DATE)
This table contains information defining restrictions on the set of choices that may be required by a particular user within a given application using a particular method. CATEGORY-NAME is a system-builder or user-supplied name for a subset of rows in a This table is the main repository of information concerning applications that have been defined in the MCDSS. APP-NAME has as domain the set of names of tables containing the 'real' data of the applications (i.e., CARS, HOMES, etc.). CHOICE-IDENT contains the name of the column which identifies specific cars or homes,
etc. This relation is used to supply the user with information on available applications, and by the system when a method is associated with an application chosen by the user.
The sequence of actions that take place when a user signs-on to the system is as follows: The decision-maker performs the steps 1, 3, and 4.
Step 2 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have outlined some of the requirements for a generalized software system suitable for MCDM applications (an MCDSS) and listed some of the special requirements that differentiate this from a normal DSS. We described major software components --a Dialog Manager a Model Manager and a Data Manager.
The interaction between these three components was described and a fairly detailed design for the Data Manager Component was developed.
A major contribution of the paper is the application of the notion of database "levels of abstractionu to produce a database design specialized for use by MCDSS developers and end users. The design calls for the storage of metadata which essentially mirrors the formulation of MCDM problems in terms of methods, applications, criteria for choice, sets of alternatives and so on. Examples of operations that utilized this metadata and cross the boundaries from higher, more abstract, levels in the database to more concrete data-oriented levels were given.
It is the authorsi intention to pursue this line of research and to develop an MCDSS that will reduce the development time for MCDM builders and provide a fully user-friendly interface to users. Such general purpose software should be able to support a wide range of MCDM methods, lend itself to the development of new methods and applications, and be easily transportable among different computer systems.
